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Cosplay Panels Schedule

11:30 AM - 12:30 PM
Cosplay 101: Interested in cosplay but aren’t quite sure where to start? 
Want to start cosplaying and wondering how to build a cool cosplay on 
a limited budget?  Spend an hour with several industry professionals in 
this interactive Q&A and get the scoop on everything you need to know 
about taking your cosplay plunge. Featuring Ethan of Thousand Faces 
Cosplay, Baroness Von T, and Sally Quinn Cosplay

1:00 PM - 3:00 PM
Practical Cloning: Intro to mold making and resin 
We will go over some methods and materials for mold making and 
casting. Tools used to improve your molds and touch on some multi-
part mold information. Then you’ll get to see how these methods are 
used in this very special demonstration. Featuring HDC Cosplay.

3:30 PM - 4:30 PM
Getting up close and personal with cosplay FX
Come watch Baroness Von T work her magic in this live FX 
demonstration and learn some tips along the way. Featuring Baroness 
Von T. 

5:00 PM - 6:00 PM
Tan Yo’ Hide: Intro to leatherwork for cosplay 
We will go over the tools and skills needed to get you started in 
leatherwork. Everything from picking the right weight of leather, oiling, 
dying, hand sewing, wet molding, and tooling. We will also go over 
proper care and sealing. Featuring HDC Cosplay.
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10:30 AM - 12:00 PM
Let’s Get Lit: Intro to electronics and lighting for cosplay 
Have you ever wanted to give the static part of your costume that extra 
little breath of life to help bring your fantasy into reality? In this panel, 
we go over the basics of electronics and components, from soldering, 
resistors, L.E.D’s and other light sources, switches, power sources 
and more advanced techniques like adding smoke effects, blinking and 
fading L.E.D’s, and some basic Arduino and light array work. We will 
then talk about ways you can implement everything into your project! 
Featuring HDC Cosplay

12:15 PM - 1:15 PM
Cosplay and Anxiety
Anxiety is far more common in the cosplay community then you might 
imagine and it truly can be debilitating. Come join this Roundtable 
discussion with Lauren from Thousand Faces cosplay and discuss 
some of the struggles and techniques involved with handling anxiety, 
particularly throughout a convention day. Featuring Lauren from 
Thousand Faces Cosplay.

1:30 PM - 2:30 PM
Children’s Costume Presentation
Have a child under 13 that still wants to strut their cosplay creations 
across the stage? Then this is for you! Join us for this fun celebration 
of cosplay where everyone leaves with a prize! Judged by Alan 
Scholting and Baroness Von T.

3:30 PM - 5:30 PM
The Art of Transformation: From bodypainting to SFX makeup 
Come to learn the secrets and have your questions answered while you 
watch an amazing makeup transformation LIVE on the mainstage as 
Sally Quinn Cosplay gives her professional demonstration on Lauren 
from Thousand Faces Cosplay. Featuring Sally Quinn Cosplay and 
Lauren from Thousand Faces Cosplay.
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10:30 AM - 11:30 AM
Cosplay as a Profession Q&A 
Curious about taking your passion to the next level and pursing 
cosplay and commission work professionally? Perhaps you are 
wondering how to expand your online reach or get published. We will 
talk about practices, tip and tricks, how and where to get started and 
more. Featuring HDC Cosplay, Alan Scholting, and Wes ‘The Portrait 
Dude’ Smith.

11:45 AM - 12:45 PM
Mastering Foam: Tips in tricks for building with foam
Building with foam has become one of the most popular forms of 
cosplay construction. Strap in for this live demonstration with award-
winning cosplayer Baroness Von T as she walks you through the do’s 
and don’ts of crafting with foam while answering all your burning 
questions. Featuring Baroness Von T.

1:00 PM - 2:45 PM
Let’s Muck It Up: Intro to distressing and aging techniques 
You’ve got your new prop and / or costume but it still has that shiny 
new look that just doesn’t seem right. We will go over techniques 
with basic acrylic and oil paint washes, highlighting and low-lighting 
techniques, air brushing, battle damage, rusting and more! At the end 
of this, you’ll be armed to sufficiently muck up your clean work to 
better bring out it’s realism! Featuring HDC Cosplay

3:00 PM - 4:00 PM
Cosplay and Fitness
Look, your body is perfect how it is, but if you want to use your 
upcoming cosplay as motivation for sculpting a superhuman physique, 
come talk with certified strength and conditioning coach and amateur 
bodybuilder, Ethan from Thousand Faces cosplay, and learn how! 
Featuring Ethan from Thousand Faces Cosplay.
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